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Xtrak Xtrak Plus WearTrak

Size 1/16” (.060”) TH.
36” - 72” x 105’ max.

3/32” (.094”) TH.
36” - 72” x 105’ max.

1/8” (.125”) TH.
36” - 72” x 105’ max.

5/32” (.156”) TH.
36” - 72” x 105’ max.

3/16” (.188”) TH.
36” - 72” x 75’ max.

1/4” (.250”) TH.
36” - 72” x 50’ max.

Colors Black

Gray

Emboss Textured

Pebble

Wide Rib

Diamond

V-Groove

Pebble

*Custom Sizes : Available at 15% up-charge
*Custom Colors : Subject to minimum 10,000 sq. ft. order

Emboss Patterns:

Textured DiamondWide RibV-Groove



VINYL FLOORING FOR INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL & OEM APPLICATIONS

Pandel manufactures a wide variety of anti-slip vinyl flooring products for the transportation industry, as well as, construction, 
emergency, utility, defense and mass transit vehicles. Pandel’s solid vinyl products are ideal for die cutting, shaping, trimming 
and thermoforming and can be used indoors and out. 

Pandel also offers solutions that combine the characteristics of anti-slip vinyls and UltraBloc® sound barriers into one product, 
perfect for use in and around heavy machinery and vehicles. 

Xtrak Plus® 

The Xtrak Plus offers the same features as Xtrak but contains a non-woven layer of fiberglass to dimensionally stabilize the 
material, guaranteeing that the vinyl will not grow or shrink more than 1% regardless of the operating conditions. Ideal for 
outdoor applications, colors are standard in black and gray. Custom sizes and colors are available for orders in excess of 
10,000 square feet.

Primary Uses: 
Buses
Trucks
Utility Vehicles
Farm Implement
Defense Vehicles
Marine Applications
Emergency Vehicles
Construction Vehicles
Recreational Vehicles
Mass Transit Applications

Xtrak®

The Xtrak product line features a budget-minded, yet durable vinyl flooring material capable of being thermoformed. Con-
structed of solid vinyl, Xtrak is well suited for any environment where anti-slip characteristics are needed. Solid vinyl construc-
tion provides numerous benefits, such as zero delamination, extreme durability and an extra long lifespan. With a wide variety 
of emboss patterns and guages, X-Trak is the superior anti-slip vinyl flooring with unlimited potential. Available in several 
different thicknesses, widths and lengths (see back cover), colors are standard in black and gray. Custom sizes and colors are 
available for orders in excess of 10,000 square feet.

Primary Uses: 
Buses
Trucks
Utility Vehicles
Farm Implement
Defense Vehicles
Marine Applications
Emergency Vehicles 
Construction Vehicles
Mass Transit Applications

Colors:
Black
Gray
*Custom

Colors:
Black
Gray
*Custom

WearTrak® 

The WearTrak composite consists of a slip-resistant solid vinyl-nitrile wear layer, polymerically bonded to our UltraBloc®  
sound barrier base. Independent laboratory test show the nitrile gives the WearTrak superior coefficient of friction results in 
both wet & dry environments. The sound barrier layer helps insulate noise and vibration. Available in a variety of thickness 
and sizes in black or gray. Custom sizes and colors are available for orders in excess of 10,000 square feet.

Primary Uses: 
Buses
Trucks
Utility Vehicles
Farm Implement
Defense Vehicles
Marine Applications
Emergency Vehicles 
Construction Vehicles
Mass Transit Applications

Colors:
Black
Gray
*Custom
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